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Introduction
Many K-12 schools have come to the decision of instructing online learning for health
safety reasons during the covid-19 pandemic. K-12 teachers were not trained to be online
educators and students have not ever had to attend school remotely. The many changes that
people had to adapt to came with challenges. 7th grade Hmong learners also had a hard time
adapting to these changes, especially when cultural expectations are part of the obstacle for
online learning. However, there still is a way to use cultural traditions, such as storytelling, to
introduce in an online learning environment for Hmong learners. The curriculum designed for
English Language Arts teachers to use will explore the question, how can middle school Hmong
students use storytelling as a way to encourage active engagement in the classroom through the
use of Flipgrid? Students are to create a Flipgrid video and interacting with peers through
commentary and video feedback would provide evidence that the goal has been achieved.
The curriculum is designed for seventh grade Hmong learners that all have access to
complete tasks and assessments through use of a Chromebook. In addition, the curriculum will
be used in an English online classroom.  All lessons and activities will be accessed through
online learning platforms such as Schoology, Google Meets, Zoom, and Flipgrid.  Students will
receive many opportunities to practice using oral storytelling elements through the use of
Flipgrid and learning about the importance of its history.
The practice Flipgrid recordings, practice video peer feedback, and outlines, are the
planned formative assessments. It will be easy to see improvement over the duration of time and
compare their first video to their final one. The final summative assessment is the revised version
of one of the practice Flipgrid videos. In this last performance video, students will have the
opportunity to use the feedback that was given from peers to improve from the previous practice
Flipgrid videos. There are two rubrics (Appendix B) that will assess for oral preparation and
story preparation. The criteria that the oral preparation rubric includes: voice, body language,
audience engagement, characters, and pacing. These are most demonstrated when students use
oral storytelling elements in their Flipgrid videos. Furthermore, the story preparation rubric has
the following criteria: story selection, plot, and dynamics. Students are given a plot diagram
during the lessons (Appendix A) that will ensure that these expectations are met.
Finally, in order to show how effective the curriculum worked for students overall, the
post survey results should indicate that students rated their comfort level of engagement higher
than the original responses in the pre survey.
Appendix A
Unit Lessons
Unit at a Glance
Objectives and Activities
Day 1 ● SWBAT define what is storytelling and explain its purpose on Flipgrid
● Activity – Students record themselves re-teaching the lesson on Flipgrid
Day 2 ● SWBAT identify the elements of oral storytelling
● Activity - Reflection post
Day 3 ● SWBAT write and refine an outline for story #1 using storytelling elements
● Activity – Write an outline for a story about (chosen topic)
Day 4 ● SWBAT perform storytelling on Flipgrid using oral storytelling elements
● SWBAT provide verbal feedback to classmates using Flipgrid
● Activity – Flipgrid Story #1
Day 5 ● SWBAT write and refine an outline for story #2 using storytelling elements
● Activity – Write an outline for a story about (chosen topic)
Day 6 ● SWBAT perform storytelling on Flipgrid using oral storytelling elements
● SWBAT provide verbal feedback to classmates using Flipgrid
● Activity – Flipgrid Story #2
Day 7 ● SWBAT write and refine an outline for story #1 or 2 using storytelling elements
● Activity - Reflection post
Day 8 ● SWBAT perform storytelling on Flipgrid using oral storytelling elements
● SWBAT provide verbal feedback to classmates using Flipgrid
● Activity – Flipgrid Story #1 or 2 revised
Objectives
The objectives will follow the goals, guiding questions, enduring understandings,
standards, and lesson objectives:
● Long-term: Students will be able to achieve engagement in all other areas of
academic discourse rather than just during storytelling time. Moreover, skills will
transfer over to real world experiences, so that students are always engaged and
involved in important and relevant subjects.
● Short-term: Students will be able to achieve engagement during storytelling time
when they perform their stories, listen to other peers’ stories, and provide video
feedback.
Guiding Questions:
● Thematic: What is the purpose and function storytelling?
● Skill: How can using oral storytelling engage online student interaction?
Enduring Understandings:
1. What is the purpose of storytelling?
● Definition of storytelling
○ Oxford definition
● Purpose (why)






2. How can using storytelling promote online student engagement?
· Student topic choice
· Student utilizes oral storytelling elements to share stories with other peers.
· Peer video feedback
·
Common Core Standards and Benchmarks:
Speaking- 7.9.6.6 Adapt speech to a variety of contexts, audiences, tasks, and
feedback from self and others, demonstrating command of formal English when
indicated or appropriate.
Writing- 7.7.10.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research,
reflection, and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a
range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences.
Objectives/SWBATS:
1. Define what is storytelling.
2. Explain the purpose of storytelling.
3. Identify the elements of oral storytelling.
4. Write and revise an outline for a story by labeling oral storytelling elements.
5. Perform a story on Flipgrid using oral storytelling elements.
6. Provide peer verbal feedback on Flipgrid.
Instructional Strategies
Prior to implementing the Flipgrid storytelling curriculum, students have already
been exposed to the traditional storytelling elements from a plot diagram as illustrated in
Figure 1 (Dociano & Lupiani, n.d.).
Figure 1
However, students will shift over to using Figure 2 plot diagram, called story mountain
(“The Art of Storytelling”, n.d.), for the purpose of stories where conflicts do not always
exist.
Figure 2
First couple of lessons will begin with introducing the topic of oral storytelling and
how that differs from writing. Students are to fully understand the new requirements of
oral storytelling before beginning to perform their own stories by looking at examples
through lesson slides. Afterwards, students will begin writing their own stories by
outlining which oral storytelling elements they are planning to use in their performance
on Flipgrid. Then, the performance will come the week after with performance practice
occurring outside of class time. Each student will be assigned a partner to provide video
feedback so that no student is left without feedback or comments. There will be two
rotations of writing and performing different stories, occurring on a weekly basis. The
final performance will involve a revision of one the two stories that were performed
previously. By doing so, students can implement their improvements from listening to
the feedback of their peers and teacher, as well as learning different techniques from
viewing their peers’ Flipgrid videos.
Formative and Summative Assessments
The following assessments are outlined below:
1. Practice Flipgrid recordings
● Standard: Speaking 7.9.6.6
● Purpose: In order to see that students truly understand storytelling (definition,
purpose, and function) students will record their responses to reteach the lessons
by explaining in their own words. Students will also be required to provide verbal
feedback to other peers to engage learning amongst one another. This is the
beginning of where students are practicing getting comfortable being in front of
the camera to talk and have their peers be their primary audience.
● Evaluation: Students will be informally evaluated by their peers through video
response. Students will formally self-evaluate with a rubric, with teacher feedback
given.
● SWBAT: 1, 2, 3, 5
2. Story Outline
● Standard: Writing 7.7.10.10
● Purpose: Students will practice outlining multiple stories to become familiar with a
speech outline. By doing this, it will help prepare students to not rely on reading a
script to narrate their stories. Moreover, it will also guide students to navigate
through their stories and by making sure that they are meeting all the elements of
storytelling.




● Standard: Speaking 7.9.6.6
● Purpose: Students will demonstrate and apply their knowledge in this final
assessment by telling a story that incorporates the elements of oral storytelling
and engaging with their peers. Peers are to provide verbal feedback and
comments to promote a learning community.
● Evaluation: Students will formally self-evaluate with a rubric. Teacher will formally
assess students with the same rubric.
● SWBAT: 5, 6
Additional Evidence of Learning:
● Discussion Board Posts
● Student notes
● Observation of student participation in class
Before beginning any part of the curriculum lessons, students will answer a
pre-survey that follows Bartlett’s Model for the Engaging Online Learner (2018) as
illustrated in Figure 3 below.
Figure 3
The pre-survey will assess how connected students feel currently about each of
the seven variables that are required in order to be engaged in a classroom on a scale
of 1-5. Moreover, the pre-survey will include students answering open-ended questions
about the three outside factors that also affect engagement learning. All responses will
be recorded through the Schoology quiz format. Below are the survey questions that will
also be used at the end of the unit to compare any areas of improvements.
Appendix B
Pre/Post Survey
Student Engagement Pre/Post Survey
Please respond to the following questions on a scale of 1-5.
1 = I do not feel connected
2 = Rarely do I feel connected
3 = I sometimes feel connected
4 = Most days I feel connected
5 = I always feel connected
1. (Course) How well do you feel connected to this class?
2. (Peer) How well do you feel connected to your peers?
3. (Instructor) How well do you feel connected to the teacher?
4. (Program) How well do you feel connected to learning the topics in this class?
5. (Community) How well do you feel connected to the community of this school?
6. (Technology) How well do you feel connected to using technology in this class?
7. (Apply) How well do you feel connected to using the skills that you learned and using
it outside of school?
Please answer in complete sentences to the following questions:
8. (Perceived Societal Importance) Do you believe that what you learn in this class is
important to society, family, and your friends. Explain why or why not, or if you are
unsure.
9. (Perceived Importance) Do you believe that the work and skills you learn in this class
is important for you? Explain why or why not, or if you are unsure.
10. (Self-Efficacy) Do you believe that you can be successful in this course (completing
assignments, maintaining passing grades, attending class, etc.). Explain why or why
not, or if you are unsure.
Along with the pre/post survey, all students will be self-assessing their final oral
storytelling through the use of these rubrics from The Art of Storytelling (mensakids.org,
n.d.) in Figures 4 and 5:
Figure 4
Figure 5
Checkmarks will be used to indicate at which level students are at along with
video feedback in Flipgrid. Furthermore, students will only be assessing other peers
through the Oral Presentation rubric after watching video performances as a formative
assessment. The teacher will also assess all students formally on a final revised student
performance using the Oral and Story Preparation rubric as a summative assessment.
Additionally, a pilot assignment showed indication that there should be improvement in
areas of engagement from the pre-survey to the post-survey.
Outcomes
The curriculum will be an 8-10 week curriculum that occurs once a week, 40
minutes for each lesson. The outcomes that are to be expected after implementing the
curriculum is described in Table 2.
Table 2
Unit Topic: Storytelling through Flipgrid
Subject: English
Grade: 7
Time Frame: Once a week, 8 weeks
Stage 1 – Desired Results
Students will prepare and perform a story in Flipgrid. They will also provide video
feedback to other peers.
Long-term: Students will be able to achieve engagement in all other areas of
academic discourse rather than just during storytelling time. Moreover, skills will
transfer over to real world experiences, so that students are always engaged and
involved in important and relevant subjects.
Short-term: Students will be able to achieve engagement during storytelling time
when they perform their stories, listen to other peers’ stories, and provide video
feedback.
Stage 2 - Evidence
· Students will be surveyed to indicate that they feel more engaged when
storytelling.
· Students will be assessed from their Flipgrid videos, following the
required oral storytelling elements needed for completion.
· Students will provide video comments to engage with their peers with
feedback, comments, and questions.
Stage 3 – Learning Plan
The following lessons below are planned to allow students to continue practicing the
elements of oral storytelling. Depending on how fast it takes for students to become
familiar with the schedule or if review is needed for traditional story elements, the
lesson plan is set for 8 weeks. Some lessons will be a continuation of previous
activities to ensure that students are getting multiple chances to practice their skills.
1. Introduction and History of Storytelling – SWBAT define storytelling
and explain its purpose using Flipgrid.
2. Elements of Oral Storytelling versus Traditional Written
Storytelling – SWBAT identify the elements of storytelling in examples.
3. Change written stories into an outline for story #1 – SWBAT write
and revise an outline for a story by labeling oral storytelling elements.
4. Performance of story #1 on Flipgrid – SWBAT perform oral
storytelling on Flipgrid using the main elements. SWBAT provide verbal
feedback to classmates using Flipgrid.
5. Change written stories into an outline for story #2 – SWBAT write
and revise an outline for a story by labeling oral storytelling elements.
6. Performance of story #2 on Flipgrid– SWBAT perform oral
storytelling on Flipgrid using the main elements. SWBAT provide verbal
feedback to classmates using Flipgrid.
7. Revise an outline for a second performance – SWBAT write and
revise an outline for a story by labeling oral storytelling elements.
8. Performance of revised story #1 or #2 – SWBAT perform oral
storytelling on Flipgrid using the main elements. SWBAT provide verbal
feedback to classmates using Flipgrid.
Appendix C
Assessments
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